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Gala is the ultimate accoutrement for high-end restaurants, other 
white-tablecloth environments, and all catering and banquet 
operations. Elegant and refined, Gala is ultra lightweight for 
maximum ease of use, durable for maximum wear life, and made 
in the USA—a claim no other commercial dinnerware provider 
can offer. Gala can be custom decorated, but its stunning bright 
white also sets the table with unmistakable flair.



The new lightweight Gala line has everything you need to set your banquet table.

Gala brings a lot to the table, and yet it is the lightest weight 
dinnerware we’ve ever made. 

How light? The Gala 10-3/8” plate comes in at a slight 
23.9 ounces—almost 8.1 ounces lighter than comparable 
banquet plates on the market! It’s even 3.6 ounces lighter than 
the average weight of the next seven competitors.

Gala is not just the lightest choice—it’s also made in the USA and 
covered by Homer Laughlin’s famous lifetime limited warranty 
against chipping under normal usage conditions.

GALA’S SLEEK DESIGN AND 
POPULAR AMERIWHITE® BODY 
PROVIDE A STUNNING BACKDROP 
FOR YOUR CELEBRATION

Two plate styles are available. 
Wide Rim frames food and maximizes 
the appearance of portion sizes.  
Mid Rim offers up to 50% more  
plating space.  

MID RIM 

platters
11-1/2" X 8-5/8" platter 17137400
9" X 6-7/8" platter 17147400

wide rim plates
11-1/4" service plate  17007400 
10-3/8" dinner plate  17017400 
9" lunch plate  17027400 
7-3/4" salad plate  17037400 
6-1/4" B&B plate  17047400

bowls
8" 10 fl. oz. grapefruit  17157400 
6" 4 fl. oz. fruit  17077400 

stack bouillon
8 fl. oz. bouillon  17227400 

ovide bouillon
10 fl. oz. bouillon  17237400 

mug
14 fl. oz. mug  17167400 

ovide cup
10 fl. oz. cup  17107400

saucer
6-1/2" saucer  17127400 

mid rim plates
10-3/8" dinner plate  17177400 
9" lunch plate  17187400 
7-3/4" salad plate  17197400 
6-1/2" B&B plate  17207400 

stack cup
8 fl. oz. cup  17117400 

WIDE RIM 

Mia Gold pattern 7404 shown.

bowls
11-1/4" 14 fl. oz pasta  17087400 
9-1/2" 12 fl. oz rim soup  17057400 


